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QUESTION 1

Examine the following command: 

SQL>ALTER SESSION SET plsql_warnings * \\'enable: severe\\', \\'enable: performance\\', \\'ERROR: 05003\\'; 

What is the implication of the above command? 

A. It issues a warning whenever ERROR: 05003 occur during compilation. 

B. It causes the compilation to fail whenever the warning ERROR.05003 occurs. 

C. It issues warnings whenever the code causes an unexpected action or wrong results performance problems. 

D. It causes the compilation to fail whenever the code gives wrong results or contains statements that are never
executed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the following snippet of code from the DECLARE section of PL/SQL 

DECLARE 

Cust_name VERCHAR2 (20) NOT NULL : = `Tom Jones\\': 

Same_name cust_name%TYPE: 

Which statement is correct about the above snippets of code? 

A. The SAME_NAME variable inherits only the data type from the CUST_NAME variable. 

B. The SAME_NAME variable inherits only the data type and default value from the CUST_NAME variable. 

C. The SAME_NAME variable inherits the data type, constraint, and default value from the CUST_NAME variable. 

D. The SAME_NAME variable inherits only the data type and constraint from the CUST_NAME variable resulting in an
error 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true about anonymous blocks and named subprograms? (Choose two.) 

A. Subprograms are by default executed with definer\\'s rights. 

B. The declare section is optional for both anonymous blocks and subprograms. 

C. Both anonymous blocks and subprograms execute by default with invoker\\'s rights. 
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D. The declare section is mandatory for anonymous blocks and optional for subprograms. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to store values of different data types in a PL/SQL block and store one record at a time for processing the
information. 

Which type of composite data type would you choose to fulfill the requirement? 

A. VARRAYS 

B. Nested table 

C. PL/SQL records 

D. Associative arrays 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are correct about PL/SQL package components? (Choose two.) 

A. A package must have both specification and body. 

B. A package body can exist without the package specification. 

C. A package specification can exist without the package body. 

D. When a packaged public variable is called for the first time in a session, the entire package is loaded into memory. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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